Results
Let X be a compact metric space. f: X +X a homeomorphism.
Any metric we are talking about in this note is considered to be compatible with a given topology of x.
Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent : (i) f has canonial coordinates and is expansive. (ii) f has hyperbolic coordinates with respect to some metric.
(iii) f has the pseudo orbits tracing property and is A-expansive with respect to some metric.
(iv) f has the pseudo orbits tracing property and is expansive. This theorem covers and completes known results, see Bowen [2] , Reddy [5] , Ruelle [6] and the author [3] . We discuss this in Section 3. The concepts of canonical coordinates, hyperbolic coordinates, expansiveness and the pseudo orbits tracing property have been studied with regard to the Axiom A diffeomorphisms, see [l, 2, 51 for more information.
The concept of a Smale space has appeared in [6] with regard to the thermodynamic formalism.
New, however quite natural, are concepts of regular coordinates and A-expansiveness, see [4] and [6, p. 1271. : BFcfij+ X such that:
Definitions
f has hyperbolic coordinates if f has canonical coordinates and there are u 2 0, O<A<l, C==O such that for any XEX
see [l, 51. f is expansive if there is e > 0 such that d(f"x,f"y) s e for all integers n, implies x=y, see [l, 61. f is A-expansive with 0 < A < 1 if there is C > 0, e > 0 such that, for any natural n, d(fkx, fky) s e with ]kl G n implies d(x, y)~ CA"d(x, y), see [4, 6, One can see that for p small enough and for any x E X the mapping [ , ] : VP(x) x V",(x) + X is a homeomorphism onto its image [6, p. 1261.
We assume for such p and any x E X d(f"y,f"z)s CA"d(y,z), ify, ZE v",(x), n>O,
where C 3 1, O< A < 1 do not depend on 6 and x. See [6] (C = 1 therein).
It is easy to see that the concepts of canonical coordinates, regular coordinates, the pseudo orbits tracing property and expansiveness do not depend on the metric used. [5] .
Proof of Theorem

We proceed as follows (i)+(ii)+(iii)*(iv)J(v)+(i); and then (vi)+(iii) and (ii)+( (i)=+(ii); this is a result of Reddy
(ii)+(iii); the pseudo orbits tracing property was proved by Bowen [2] . See also [4] , A-expansiveness was proved in [4] .
it is obvious that A-expansiveness is expansiveness. We prove the condition (6) for /3 G E, the proof of (7) hence by the triangle inequality d(j"y, j-"z) c &, for all n < 0, hence z. W&(y) and now (6) follows from (2) .
